A method to measure PET scatter fractions for daily quality control.
Regular monitoring of PET scanner performance is mandatory to assure quality of acquired data. While extensive performance measurements include many scanner characteristics such as resolution, count rate, uniformity, sensitivity, and scatter fraction (SF), most daily QC protocols are limited to uniformity and sensitivity measurements. These measurements may be too insensitive to detect more subtle drifts in detector gains that could lead to reduced detection of primary and increased detection of scattered events. Current methods to measure SF, such as those prescribed by the NEMA protocols (SF-NEMA), however, require specially designed phantoms and are too cumbersome to be performed on a daily basis. In this study, a simple and versatile method to determine SF is described. This method (SF-DAILY) does not require additional measurements, making it suitable for daily QC. The method was validated for four different scanners by comparing results with those obtained with the NEMA 1994 protocol. For all scanner types and acquisition modes, excellent agreement was found between SF-NEMA and SF-DAILY. The proposed method is a very practical and valuable addition to current daily QC protocols. In addition, the method can be used to accurately measure SF in phantoms with other dimensions than the NEMA phantom.